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Rome travel guidelines

This travel advice page also covers vatican FCDO advises against all but essential travel to: the whole of Italy based on the current COVID-19 risk assessment. If you return to the UK from Italy, you will need to self-isolate on your return (unless you are released). Check out the latest guidance for England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and
Wales. Travel to Italy is subject to entry restrictions You must show evidence that you checked negative for COVID within 48 hours of the trip. If you don't show evidence of your test, you'll have to self-isolate for 14 days. Do not use the NHS testing service for a test to travel to Italy. You have to arrange to pass a private test. You will need
to download and complete self-declaration from the Ministry of The Interior before travelling to Italy and notify the local authorities of your presence. For more advice on entry and travel requirements to Italy, refer to the Italian government's online questionnaire. Review your sign-in requirements for more information before you plan to
travel. Preparing for a return trip to the UK If you return to the UK from abroad, you will need to: Check out our foreign travel advice during the Coronavirus Pandemic (COVID-19) and subscribe to an email for this travel advice. If you're planning a trip to Italy, find out what you need to know about coronavirus there in the Coronavirus
section. During the COVID-19 pandemic, it is more important than ever to get travel insurance and check that it provides sufficient coverage. See fcdo's foreign travel insurance guidelines. There is a general threat from terrorism. Security can be increased over the festive period, including at Christmas markets and other major events that
can attract large crowds of people. You must remain vigilant and follow the advice of the local authorities. Great Britain withdrew from the European Union. Eu travel rules will remain the same until 31 December 2020. This page will be updated with country information for travelers to Italy as things change. Sign up for an email and check
out the latest updates for UK citizens travelling to Europe and living in the city. Around 3 million British citizens visit Italy each year. Most visits are up-to-do. If you live or move to Italy, visit our Life guide in Italy in addition to this travel advice. If you're visiting a ski resort, try weather and avalanche tips before traveling, as well as familiarize
yourself with local laws and skiing regulations. For more information on avalanche risk, visit the European Avalanche Warning Service website. See Safety and Safety High water known as acqua alta is common in Venice winter months and can cause flooding in parts of the city. See Flood Forest fires are a risk for the long summer
months. See Forest Fires Demonstrations can occur with little or no warning in cities. You must avoid any protests, protests, gatherings or marches. Terrorist attacks in Italy cannot be ruled out. See Terrorism If you need to contact emergency services, call 112 (police), 118 (ambulance) or 115 (fire). If you are abroad and need emergency
assistance from the UK government, contact the nearest British Embassy, consulate or high commission. Madeleine still still has a great blog I'm Asian-American living in Italy and the locals in general have been nice towards me. But I've experienced people watching as they push their mates and point my direction. Someone even claimed
with me recently in Rome that I'm from China. Although I wasn't denied services, I sometimes feel unwelcome in Italy as xenophobia grows. My advice is to stay calm, be kind, set boundaries and nurture. Getting to Rome: Dozens of airlines fly to and from Fiumicino Airport every day, so you can pick and choose based on your point of
origin. You can also take a train to Rome - most lines run in Roma Termini, Rome's central railway station. Car: Driving in Rome is not advisable - traffic is chaotic in better terms, and drivers are crazy. Taxi: Taxis are an option, but are usually more expensive. Public transport: Opt for wandering on foot - the most romantic way to discover
hidden corners of the city - or take advantage of an impressive public system of buses, trams, trolleybuses, subways and light rails. If you drive in the city for at least 72 hours, try the Roma Pass — in just 38 euros you will get full access to public transport, entrance to two museums, as well as discounts on tickets for the performance and
exhibition. Uber is available in Rome, so if you drive further distances around the city, it's definitely an option! This family-run hotel is located on the outskirts of the Borghese Garden, close to the Spanish Steps and the Trevi Fountain. Location: Near Borghese Gardens Accommodation: Budget Hotel Price Range: $Featuring a roof terrace
garden, this boutique hotel is a dream come true. The hotel is centrally located and the aching décor will make it a true Italian experience. They also offer apartment-style rooms for long-term stays. Location: Near Campo de Fiori Accommodation: 4-star Hotel Price range: $$ With delicious complimentary breakfast, comfortable beds and
super helpful staff, this 4-star hotel is a winner in central Rome. Terminy, the Colosseum, Trevi and the Spanish Steps are just a 15-minute walk away. Location: City Center Hotel Stay: 4-Star Hotel Price range: $$ This B&amp;B hostel has the highest price in Rome, and is close to the train, metro and bus station, giving you the
convenience of exploring the city! We also provide location transparency: Near Termini Station Accommodation: Bed &amp;& Breakfast Price Range: $ Located a short distance from the center In the elegant and quiet Trieste district, this family-run bed and breakfast offers three bedrooms, two bathrooms and a beautiful living room. Living
room. Near Trieste Accommodation: Bed and breakfast Price range: $ If you are looking for a hostel for tourists, this should be your go-to. Hotel La Controra is less than a 10-minute walk from Termini Train Station and a 10 to 15-minute walk from the Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps, Villa Borghese and the metro station. Location: City
Center Accommodation: Hostel Price Range: $ This intimate boutique hotel is located in the heart of Rome's largest attractions, within walking distance of the Forum and the Colosseum. Guests can enjoy breakfast free of charge and relax on the stunning terrace overlooking the city. Location: Near the Roman Forum and the Colosseum
Accommodation: Boutique Luxury Price Range: $ Friendly Service, Delicious Sandwiches and a Great Beer List - What Else Could You Want? Stop for a satisfying and affordable lunch! Da Cesare al-Casaletto is by far the best trattaria in town. You won't go wrong here and the wine list is very affordable. What to order: Pasta alla gritsia is
prepared for perfection, spicy polpette di melanzane (eggplant balls) are delicious, and fried inocchios are delicately cooked. A bustling food market that sells both raw ingredients, baked goods, fresh produce and takeaway food every day of the week except Sunday. What to order: Be sure to take fresh juice, takeaway pizza or a glass of
wine and pasta! This laid-back street food spot on the ground floor of a Renaissance building in the city centre brings fried specialties and finger specialties to the masses. Mandatory stop for gelato in Rome! Located in the Portuense area, Otaleg uses natural ingredients to make them a rich and creamy gelato. You won't regret it. If you're
traveling on a budget, you should try the triangular shape, a popular tramezzino sandwich here (about 4 euros). Delicious sandwiches filled with cloaked, such as ocist, washed down with tomato and celere, chicken with bell peppers, and a full bar with local wines. When to go: If you're traveling on a budget, plan to eat food here. Popular
with locals and visitors to Flavio al Velavevodetto, it is an elegant yet cosy place where guests can take friends and family with dishes that are 100% traditional. Be sure to try local specialties and carbonara! Rome is best explored on foot through all the winding streets and hills. One of Rome's highest hills can be enjoyed on Piazza della
Rovere to one of Rome's highest hills. Panoramic views of the city from above are one of the best, and while the steep hike is a bit tricky, there are a few benches and cafes along the way so you can take a breather. The Vatican is closely linked to Rome's heritage, and there is a wealth of art and history to explore in its Vatican museums.
Start hitting the crowds early. If you have only a few hours in Rome, you should absolutely visit the Pantheon. It is the only ancient Roman temple that has been preserved practically The beautiful villa and garden were built in the sixteenth century as a party villa for Cardinal Scipione Borghese. It now houses the impressive Borghese
Gallery and the villa's gardens. Throw a coin at the iconic Trevi and legend has it that one day you will return to Rome. The fountain was designed by Nicola Salvi in 1732 and depicts the sea god Ocean with its sea kochs. It was also featured in Fellini's La Dolce Vita and is still popular with the crowds who make the pilgrimage to admire it.
The Spanish Steps, a bustling staircase of 135 steps, were made famous by Audrey Hepburn in the 1953 film Roman Holiday. They are a great place for people to watch and start your window store. This magnificent monument was built in honor of Victor Emmanuel, the first king of a united Italy. Located between Plaza Venezia and
Capitol Hill, it has been brought together by renowned sculptors from across the new nation. I joined a culinary themed tour and it was so worth it! You can explore the streets of the city all while trying delicious food. You'll stop at a bakery, market, coffee shop and traditional pizzeria where you get to make your own pizza. On your list must
be the Roman Forum, which houses the Trayan market, the relatively intact ancient Via Biberatika, and, of course, the iconic Colosseum. Italy is indeed a must-visit country, and one of the most traveled destinations in Europe. There are so many attractions from Venice to Rome to Florence. Read &gt; capitals are one of the most historic,
cultural and romantic destinations in the world. Here's how you can make the most of Rome in three days! Read more &gt; Walk around Rome romantic in itself. Check out our favorite romantic couples in Rome for your next adventure! Read &gt; Rome is famous for being one of the most historic, cultural and romantic destinations in the
world, so here's my individual female traveler's guide to Rome! More &gt; While visiting Rome last summer, I joined a walk around Italy for a Roman food tour &amp;amp; Cooking pizza, which, if you ask me, is the best way to discover the city! Read more &gt; Chiao, Bella! Ready for the ultimate Mediterranean holiday? Here are the
highlights of each season and the best time to go to Italy! Read &gt; This summer I joined walks in Italy on their Pompeii and a tour of the Amalfi Coast to discover the city of Positano and the ruins of ancient Pompeii. Read &gt; There is something extremely romantic and charming about Venice, plus there is so much history and culture.
Here's my ultimate guide to Venice, Italy! Read more &gt; Italy is an incredible destination. But before you book your flights and eat your weight in gelato, there are a few things you need to know! Read more &gt; &gt;
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